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Does South Africa currently have a withholding tax on interest?

That, one might imagine, should be an easy question to answer –
after all, what does the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 say in regard to
the date on which statutory provisions for the imposition of a
withholding tax on interest come into effect?

However, anyone who actually tries

to find the answer to that question

for himself, rather than relying on

someone else’s conclusions in this

regard, will find himself following a

tortuous path of legislation, made

more complicated by the enactment

of amending legislation that was

repealed before it took effect. 

The result has been a series of

decoys for the unwary, and a

significant risk of concluding –

wrongly – that this tax has been in

place since 1 July 2013. 

The long and winding road
taken by the legislation

The first legislative regime

heralding a withholding tax on

interest (which was inserted under

the heading Part 1A of Chapter II)

spanned sections 37I to 37M of the

Income Tax Act, which was inserted

by Act 7 of 2010 and was expressed

as applying to interest that accrued

on or after 1 January 2013. Further

refinements were effected by the

Taxation Laws Amendment Act 24

of 2011, including the insertion of

section 37N. 

However – and this is where

confusion and error can creep in –

Part 1A was repealed by Act 22 of

2012 with effect from 31 December

2012 – in other words, it was

repealed before it came into effect.

Thereafter, a new Part 1A

(comprising sections 37I,  37J, 37JA 

and 37K) was inserted by Act 22 of

2012 and expressed as applying to

interest paid or accruing after 1 July 

2013. 

The Tax Administration Laws

Amendment Act 21 of 2012 then

introduced four new provisions –

section 37L to 37O – which also

became effective on 1 July 2013.

The most recent legislation in

regard to the withholding tax on

interest is contained in the Taxation

Laws Amendment Act 31 of 2013,

and is as follows:

· the insertion of Part IVB

(comprising section 50A to 50H)

which imposes a withholding tax

on interest that will come into

effect on 1 January 2015 in

respect of interest paid or due and 

payable on or after that date; and

· the repeal of section 69 of the

Taxation Laws Amendment Act 22 

of 2012, with effect from 30 June

2013. That provision – had it not

been repealed – would have made 

a withholding tax on interest

applicable to interest accruing or

paid or due and payable on or

after 1 July 2013, but the repeal

of this provision has the

consequence that interest

accruing on or after 1 July 2013

but before 1 January 2015 is not

subject to a withholding tax.

Paradoxically, sections 37L to 37O 

remain in effect, but govern

repealed provisions.

The conclusion

Now that all of the aforementioned

legislative dead wood has been

cleared, the short answer to the

question is that the withholding tax

on interest, imposed in terms of

Chapter II of Part IVB of the Income

Tax Act (comprising sections 50A to 

50H inserted by section 98(1) of the 

Taxation Laws Amendment Act 31

of 2013 ) will apply to interest that

is paid or becomes due and payable

on or after 1 January 2015.
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Challenging a refusal by SARS to grant or renew a tax
clearance certificate

Taxpayers who wish to tender for State contracts do not qualify
unless they can produce a current tax clearance certificate. The
refusal, withdrawal or non-renewal of such a certificate would
consequently be the death knell of any business whose lifeblood is
the securing of state tenders.

A taxpayer’s unsuccessful
attempt to compel SARS to
grant a tax clearance
certificate

The decision in Chittenden NO v

CSARS [2014] ZAGPPHC 51,

handed down by the Pretoria High

Court on 18 February 2014,

concerned a taxpayer company that

was under supervision in terms of

the business rescue provisions of the 

Companies Act 71 of 2008 and its

attempt to secure the renewal of a

tax clearance certificate. 

One of the company’s creditors was

the South African Revenue Service

in respect of some R12 million in

outstanding tax. 

SARS, as a creditor in respect
of unpaid tax, opposed the
business rescue plan

A business plan had been prepared

by the business rescue practitioner

and, at a creditors’ meeting held on

23 August 2013, SARS in its

capacity as a creditor had voted

against the plan. 

The business rescue practitioner

then applied to court in terms of

section 153(1)(a)(ii) read with

section 153(7) of the Companies

Act 71 of 2008 to have the vote set

aside on the grounds that it was

inappropriate – the rubbery

expression used in the new

Companies Act and described by

Cassim, Contemporary Company

Law 2 ed at 908 as “strange and

perhaps too wide”. 

There is as yet no judicial decision

to throw light on how the courts will 

interpret and apply these provisions 

of the new Companies Act and, in

the case under discussion, the

taxpayer’s application in this regard

had not yet been heard.

The company was plunged
into crisis by the imminent
expiration of its tax clearance
certificate

The taxpayer was in the meantime

plunged into crisis when the

Department of Defence reminded

the company that its tax clearance

certificate was due to expire on 22

February 2014. It seems implicit

that the non-renewal of the tax

clearance certificate would have

scuppered any prospect of a

successful business rescue.

The imminent lapsing of the tax

certificate seems to have taken the

company by surprise for it was

already 5 February 2014 – less than

three weeks before the expiry of the

certificate – when it applied to SARS 

for a new tax clearance certificate, a

request that SARS declined two

days later. 

Within the next fortnight, the

taxpayer launched the urgent

application that is the subject of this 

reported judgment.

The flawed basis of the
taxpayer’s urgent application
to court

Regrettably, the judgment is silent

as to the legal basis on which the

taxpayer made the application, but

it seems that the relief sought was a

court order that SARS must provide

the taxpayer with a renewed tax

clearance certificate.

As the court correctly pointed out, a

negative decision by SARS in

response to an application for a tax

clearance certificate constitutes

administrative action, as defined in

the Promotion of Administrative

Justice Act 3 of 2000 (“PAJA”) and

can be taken on review to the High

Court in terms of that Act.

However, it is plain that it would be

futile to take on review an

administrative action by SARS in

circumstances where SARS was

legally barred from making any

other decision than the one it took,

for there is nothing in PAJA or the

common law that empowers a court

to order an administrator to take an

action – including the making of a

decision – that he is not lawfully

allowed to take.

The language of the Tax

Administration Act is plain in

limiting the circumstances in which

SARS can issue a taxpayer with a

tax clearance certificate, for section

25(3) states that–

“A senior SARS official may provide a

taxpayer with a tax clearance

certificate only if satisfied that the

taxpayer is registered for tax and does

not have any— 

 (a) tax debt outstanding, excluding a

tax debt contemplated in section 167

or 204 or a tax debt that has been

suspended under section 164 or does

not exceed the amount referred to in

section 169 (4) [namely R100]; or 

(b) outstanding return unless an

arrangement acceptable to SARS has

been made for the submission of the

return."

(Emphasis added.)

It is clear from these provisions that

if the taxpayer has an outstanding
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Challenging a refusal by SARS to grant or renew a tax clearance certificate

tax liability (and it must be borne in

mind that an objection or appeal

against an assessment does not, of

itself, suspend the obligation to pay

the tax) then SARS cannot lawfully

grant a tax clearance certificate

unless it has formally suspended the 

obligation to pay.

In short, the taxpayer in this case

was in a legal cul de sac in seeking a

court order compelling SARS to

issue a tax clearance certificate in

circumstances where it could not

lawfully issue such a certificate. The 

application was thus an exercise in

futility and doomed to failure.

With the benefit of hindsight

What, in hindsight, might the

taxpayer in this case have done?

First, it would have been useful if

the expiry date of the tax clearance

certificate had been noticed well in

advance so as to obviate urgent

applications to court. 

Secondly, the taxpayer could have

objected to the assessment (if it had

grounds to do so) and then

immediately applied to SARS for a

suspension of the obligation to pay

the disputed tax in terms of section

164(2) and (3) of the Tax

Administration Act which provide

that –

“(2) A taxpayer may request a senior

SARS official to suspend the payment

of tax or a portion thereof due under

an assessment if the taxpayer intends

to dispute or disputes the liability to

pay that tax under Chapter 9

(3) A senior SARS official may suspend 

payment of the disputed tax having

regard to— 

(a) the compliance history of the

taxpayer;

(b) the amount of tax involved; 

(c) the risk of dissipation of assets by

the taxpayer concerned during the

period of suspension; 

(d) whether the taxpayer is able to

provide adequate security for the

payment of the amount involved; 

(e) whether payment of the amount

involved would result in irreparable

financial hardship to the taxpayer; 

(f) whether sequestration or

liquidation proceedings are imminent; 

(g) whether fraud is involved in the

origin of the dispute; or 

(h) whether the taxpayer has failed to

furnish information requested under

this Act for purposes of a decision

under this section."

These provisions of the Act thus give 

SARS a discretion (signalled by the

word may in the opening phrase of

section 164(3)) to grant a

suspension of the obligation to pay

tax, and enumerates – by way of

what appears to be a closed list – the 

considerations to be taken into

account in determining whether or

not to grant the taxpayer’s request

for suspension. 

The Act accords no relative weight

to the items on that list and it seems

that none of them is, of itself,

decisive either pro or anti the

granting of a suspension.

The taxpayer’s remedy if SARS
declines the request to
suspend the obligation to pay
the disputed tax

If SARS had declined the taxpayer’s

request to suspend the obligation to

pay the disputed tax, then this

would have constituted

administrative action and the

taxpayer could have taken that

decision on review in terms of PAJA, 

arguing in essence that the decision

was irrational or perhaps – in the

circumstances of this particular case 

– that the decision to refuse to

suspend the obligation to pay the

tax was tainted by an ulterior

motive on the part of SARS to

scupper a business rescue plan that

(presumably) would have

compromised SARS’s claim to the

outstanding tax. 

Success in that review application

could not be guaranteed, but at

least the court would have had the

power to set aside SARS’s adverse

decision on the taxpayer’s request

for suspension of the obligation to

pay the tax and substitute its own

decision. 

With that suspension under its belt,

the taxpayer could then have made

a further application to SARS for a

tax clearance certificate and

challenged a negative decision in

terms of PAJA. 

The language of section 25(3)

signals by the word may that the

suspension of an obligation to pay

assessed tax involves a discretionary 

decision by SARS, which is again

administrative action, and a

negative response could therefore

have been taken on review by the

taxpayer in terms of PAJA.

There is, as yet, no reported

decision in which a taxpayer, acting

in terms of PAJA, has challenged a

decision by SARS to refuse a request 

to suspend the obligation to pay an

assessed amount of tax to which the

taxpayer has objected, or

challenged a refusal to grant a tax

clearance certificate.

Such applications are still uncharted 

territory, and the approach that the

courts will take in adjudicating such 

challenges is a matter for

speculation.
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The Supreme Court of Appeal speaks on the apportionment of
expenditure into deductible and non-deductible components

It is trite that the deductibility or otherwise of expenditure incurred
by a taxpayer is determined in terms of section 11(a) of the Income
Tax Act 58 of 1962, read with section 23. 

Section 11(a) determines what

expenditure qualifies for deduction,

whilst section 23 prescribes what

may not be deducted. Subsections

(f) and (g) of section 23 have been

described as the negative

counterpart to section 11(a). (See

Commissioner for Inland Revenue v

Nemojim (Pty) Ltd 1983 (4) SA

935 (A) at 946H-947C.)

The general deduction formula

The so-called general deduction

formula laid down in section 11(a)

of the Act permits the deduction

from the taxpayer’s income of –

‘expenditure and losses actually

incurred in the production of income,

provided such expenditure and losses

are not of a capital nature’, 

whilst section 23(f) and (g) of the Act 

prohibit a deduction in respect of –

‘(f) any expenses incurred in respect of

any amounts received or accrued which 

do not constitute income as defined in

section one;

(g) any moneys, claimed as a deduction 

from income derived from trade, to the

extent to which such moneys were not

laid out or expended for the purposes

of trade.

It is well settled that – 

‘generally, in order to determine in a

particular case whether moneys outlaid 

by the taxpayer constitute “expenditure 

incurred in the production of the

income”, important, sometimes

overriding, factors are the purpose of

the expenditure and what the

expenditure actually effects’ 

(per Corbett JA in Commissioner for

Inland Revenue v Standard Bank of

SA Ltd 1985 (4) 485 (A) at 498F-G). 

In this regard, the court has to assess 

the closeness of the connection

between the expenditure and the

taxpayer’s income-earning

operations (Nemojim at 947G-H).

In  Joffe & Co Ltd v Commissioner for

Inland Revenue 1946 AD 157 at 163,

Watermeyer CJ held that:

‘All expenditure, therefore, necessarily

attached to the performance of the

operations which constitute the

carrying on of the income-earning

trade, would be deductible and also all

expenditure which, though not

attached to the trading operations of

necessity, is yet bona fide incurred for

the purpose of carrying them on,

provided such payments are wholly and 

exclusively made for that purpose and

are not expenditure of a capital nature.’

The apportionment of globular 
expenditure

These well-established principles

have proved difficult to apply in

circumstances where a globular

amount of expenditure incurred by

the taxpayer partly qualifies, in

terms of these principles, for

deduction, and partly does not. 

In such circumstances, an

apportionment is required, but the

Act is silent as to the principles that

determine the manner of

apportionment. Thus, apportionment 

is required where expenditure by the

taxpayer is partly of a revenue nature 

and partly of a capital nature, and

also where expenditure was incurred

partly in order to produce income

and partly for purposes other than

the production of income.

These principles have again come to

the fore in the judgment of the

Supreme Court of Appeal in CSARS v 

Mobile Telephone Networks Holdings

(Pty) Ltd [2014] ZASCA 4  handed

down on 7 March 2014, involving

an appeal by SARS against a

judgment of the High Court and a

cross-appeal by the taxpayer.

The deductibility of audit fees
incurred by the taxpayer

Amongst the issues was the

deductibility or otherwise of audit

fees incurred by the taxpayer which

was the holding company (referred

to in the judgment as “Holding”) of

five directly held and a number of

indirectly held subsidiaries and joint 

ventures and was in turn a wholly

owned subsidiary of the MTN Group 

Limited.

SARS did not dispute that the

business of the group companies

could only have been conducted in

corporate form and that the holding

company was statutorily obliged to

have its financial records audited.

The Supreme Court of Appeal

consequently held that –

“it has to be accepted, that the audit fee 

expenditure was a part of Holdings’

general overhead expenses enabling it

to carry out all of its activities,

irrespective of whether they involved

the investment in subsidiaries, the

lending of money interest-free to

subsidiaries or the lending of money at

interest. It follows that the Tax Court’s

conclusion that ‘[t]he auditing of

financial records is clearly a function

which is “necessarily attached” to the

performance of [Holdings’]

income-earning operations’, cannot be

faulted.”

The court went on to say (at para

[12]) that where expenditure is laid

out for a dual or mixed purpose, the

South African courts have, in

principle, approved (despite the

silence of the Income Tax Act in this

regard) an apportionment of that

expenditure and that “over time, the

courts have applied various formulae
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The Supreme Court of Appeal speaks on the apportionment of expenditure into
deductible and non-deductible components

to achieve a fair apportionment” – as

was done in Secretary for Inland

Revenue v Guardian Assurance

Holdings (SA) Ltd 1976 (4) SA 522.

The court commented (at para [15]) 

that “Apportionment is essentially a

question of fact depending upon the

particular circumstances of each

case” and quoted as follows from the 

judgment of Beadle J in Local

Investment Co v Commissioner of

Taxes (SR) ) 22 SATC 4.

‘It does not seem possible to me to lay

down any general rules as to how the

apportionment should be made, other

than saying that the apportionment

must be fair and reasonable, having

regard to all the circumstances of the

case. For example, in one case an

apportionment based on the proportion 

which the different types of income

bear to the total income might be

proper, as was done in the Rand

Selections Corporation’s case. In another 

case, however, such an apportionment

might be grossly unfair; for example, in

the case where the bulk of the

expenditure was clearly devoted

exclusively to operations intended to

earn income, but which unfortunately

in fact earned very little income, with

the result that in the particular year of

assessment the company earned very

little “income”, but from operations

which incurred little expense earned

relatively large non-taxable amounts.

In such a case to apportion the bulk of

the expenses to the non-taxable

amounts would be unfair. In another

case a fair method of apportionment

might be to take the proportion which

the capital invested in the operations

earning the non-taxable amount bears

to the total capital invested, as was

done in I.T.C. No 832 of 1956.’

The particular difficulty raised
by audit fees

There is a particular difficulty in

regard to the deductibility of audit

fees, first because such expenditure

does not in a direct sense produce

income and, second, because in this

particular case the globular audit fee

related partly to (relatively modest)

amounts of taxable interest income

and partly to (proportionately

greater amounts of) exempt dividend 

income. 

As regards the nature of audit fees,

the Supreme Court of Appeal said in

the present case that –

“An audit is directed towards signing

off an audit opinion. And, as Carel

Gericke, the general manager: group

tax within the MTN group, testified, an

auditor has to undertake a wide range

of general tasks which do not relate to

specific income items. Holdings’

contention was that if an

apportionment were to be made, it

should reflect the relative time spent or

work done by the auditors on auditing

Holdings’ interest and dividend

income. But as it was put in ITC 1017

(1963) 25 SATC 337 (F) at 337 ‘[i]t is

no good saying how little time and

effort is devoted to the property

company unless one can establish how

much is devoted to the other ventures,

for any such apportionment can only be 

on a comparative basis’”.

The apportionment decreed by
the Supreme Court of Appeal

In this particular case, SARS had

apportioned the audit fees on the

basis of the ratio between the

taxpayer’s relatively small amount

of taxable interest income and the

exempt dividend income that

constituted most of its income, and

the court concluded in this regard

(at para [18]) that –

“It follows that any apportionment

must be heavily weighted in favour of

the disallowance of the deduction given 

the predominant role played by

Holdings’ equity and dividend

operations as opposed to its far more

limited income-earning operations.”

It followed, said the court (at para

[18]), that on the facts of the

present case

“a 50/50 apportionment of the audit

fees was far too generous to the

taxpayer. In all the circumstances I

consider that it would be fair and

reasonable that only ten per cent of the

audit fees claimed by Holdings for each

of the tax years in question should be

allowed.”

The fee paid by the taxpayer
for the implementation of a
computer system

The further issue was the

deductibility or otherwise of the

R878 142 fee paid to KPMG in the

present matter for the

“implementation, adjustment, fine

tuning and user operation of the

[Hyperion computer] system” in

respect of which the taxpayer had

claimed a 100% deduction

(alternatively, a time-based

deduction of 94% of the amount). 

The question in this regard was

whether such expenditure was of a

non-deductible capital nature or a

deductible revenue nature. 

The Supreme Court of Appeal held

(at para [20]) that in view of the

absence of any explanation from the

taxpayer for its failure to call

witnesses with personal knowledge

of the workings of the Hyperion

system, and the inadequacy of the

evidence adduced by the taxpayer

generally in this regard, it was

well-nigh impossible to determine

whether the fee qualified as

deductible expenditure.

Consequently, said the court –

“It follows that the Commissioner

cannot be faulted for having disallowed 

that fee in its entirety. In the result the

contrary conclusion reached by the full

court to that of the Tax Court that the

deduction of the KPMG fee must be

allowed in full, falls to be set aside.”
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The apportionment ordered by the court

In the result, the Supreme Court of

Appeal upheld SARS’s appeal

against the deductibility of the

KPMG fee in respect of the

implementation of the Hyperion

computer system (with the result

that no part of that fee would be

deductible) and held that 10% of

the audit fees for the relevant years

of assessment was deductible

(reduced from the 50% allowed by

the Tax Court).

SARS Watch - 21 February to 20 March 2014

 Legislation

21 Feb Multilateral Convention on Mutual Administrative
Assistance in Tax Matters

This protocol, published in Government Gazette 37332, came into effect on
1 March 2014. It extends the list of countries to which co-operation may be
given and from which it may be obtained.

26 Feb Fixing of rate per kilometer in respect of motor
vehicles 

This notice, published in Government Gazette 37375, came into effect on 1
March 2014.

26 Feb Fixing of daily amount for meals and incidental
costs

This notice, published in Government Gazette 37333, came into effect on 1
March 2014.

  Interpretation

4 Mar Interpretation Note 76
Interpretation Note 77

These two new interpretation notes deal with the treatment of tips for
recipients, employers and patrons, and taxable benefits through the use of
employer-provided telephones and computer equipment or employer-funded 
telecommunication services.

10 Mar Interpretation Note 52 (Issue 3) This update addresses the election of VAT periods that do not end on the
last day of the month.

12 Mar Interpretation Note 4 (Issue 4)
Interpretation Note 25 (Issue 3)

These updates deal with aspects of determining the tax residence of natural
persons under the “physical presence” test in the Income Tax Act.

 Binding rules

10 Mar Binding General Ruling 19 (Issue 2): Approval to
end a tax period on a day other than the end of
the month

This BGR aligns the practice with the interpretation in Interpretation Note 52
(Issue 3). 

11 Mar Binding General Ruling 21: Address to be
reflected on VAT invoices, and on credit and debit 
notes

This BGR prescribes how the address of the supplier must be reflected on
VAT documentation.

18 Mar Binding Class Ruling 042: Preferred securities
issued by a company in a foreign country

The BCR deals with the classification of the securities as 'listed shares' and
distributions as 'amounts payable' in terms of the definition of 'foreign
dividend'.

 Case law

28 Feb GW van der Merwe and 21 Others v C:SARS This judgment dealt with confirmation of a preservation order applied for by
SARS.

7 Mar C:SARS v Mobile Telephone Networks Holdings
Ltd 

This decision of the Supreme Court of Appeal dealt with the apportionment
of deductible expenditure and the deductibility of certain consulting fees.

13 Mar DKR Auto CC v C:SARS This judgment addressed an application contesting a seizure of a vehicle by
SARS, dismissing the application.

14 Mar MTN International (Mauritius) Ltd  v C:SARS An appeal against an order declaring that a revised assessment had been
lawfully issued was dismissed.

14 Mar Malcolm v Premier, Western Cape Government
N.O.

This judgment dealt with the effect of amended legislation on vested rights of 
minors to bring actions upon attaining full age under the Prescription Act.

Supreme Court of Appeal speaks on the apportionment of expenditure into
deductible and non-deductible components (cont)
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SARS Watch - 21 February to 20 March 2014 (cont)

 SARS publications

26 Feb Draft Interpretation Note: Written undertaking
furnished to the Commissioner confirming
compliance with prescribed requirements 

This draft interpretation note, which relates to undertakings by public
benefit organisations, was published for comment which must be
submitted not later than 30 April 2014.

26 Feb Draft Guide on Employment Tax Incentive This draft guide was published for comment which must be submitted
not later 15 April 2014.

4 Mar Draft Interpretation Note: Deduction of amounts
refunded to employers

This draft interpretation note was published for comment which must
be made by 30 April 2014.

4 Mar Draft Guide on Building Allowances This draft guide was published for comment which must be submitted
not later 31 May 2014.

6 Mar Guide to Tax Rates, Duties and Levies (Issue 10) This updated record of rates, duties and levies provides information
for periods ending on or before 31 March 2014.

6 Mar Draft VAT Guide for Estates This draft guide was published for comment which must be submitted
not later 15 May 2014.

14 Mar Draft BGR: VAT treatment for the supply and
importation of various types of potato products

This draft binding general ruling was issued for comment which must
be submitted not later than 15 May 2014.

14 Mar Draft Interpretation Note: VAT treatment of bets This draft interpretation note was published for comment which must
be made by 30 May 2014.

19 Mar Draft BGR: VAT treatment for the supply and
importation fruit and vegetables

This draft binding general ruling was issued for comment which must
be submitted not later than 15 May 2014.

 PwC publications

26 Feb Budget Review and Tax Pocket Guide These documents provide insight into the national Budget presented
to Parliament on 26 February 2014 by the Minister of Finance. 
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